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The HYŌGA Sofa 220 frame is made of kiln-dried certified 
sustainably-sourced European wood with a sinuous spring 
construction. The tight seat and back are made of a pocket-coil 
construction featuring feather, down, and environmentally sound 
latex foam. The legs are made of solid Asian Cherry wood in a 
Blonde Cherry finish.   

COM PROGRAM 

Customer’s Own Material is available on this product. The customer 
may choose from a selection of Chanintr x Co fabrics and leather or 
they may select their own. 

DIMENSIONS x WEIGHTS 

Product Dimensions: W220 D92 H78 cm 
Arm Height: 67 cm 
Arm Width:  13 cm 
Seat Height: 45 cm 
Seat Depth:  60 cm 
Between Arms: 194 cm 
Due to the handmade nature of this product, the dimensions may 
vary within a tolerance of up to +/- 1.5cm. 

Product Weight: 79 kg 
Carton Weight: 119 kg 
Carton Dimension: W231 D103 H94cm 

1 TREE FOR 1 PURCHASE 

We are committed to being green. We are joining with CHANINTR 
to offset our carbon footprint through their 1 Tree for 1 Purchase 
initiative. CHANINTR is working with Plant for the Planet, an 
international non-profit organization. Through Plant for the Planet, 
CHANINTR has achieved its goal of planting one tree for every item 
they sell.
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Step into a world of timeless beauty and graceful curves with the 
HYŌGA Sofa 220. Inspired by the enchanting designs of the early 
1940s, this masterpiece captures the essence of curvilinear artistry, 
seamlessly blending sophistication with organic allure.  

The name HYŌGA holds a world of meaning. In Japanese, 氷河 

(hyōga) translates to glacier, a breathtaking symbol of purity and 
resilience. Meticulously crafted using premium materials, the 
HYŌGA Sofa 220 is a testament to our commitment to quality and 
durability.  

Inspired by the past, yet perfectly at home in the present, this sofa 
invites you to experience the harmonious fusion of art and 
comfort. Immerse yourself in the poetic elegance of the HYŌGA 
Sofa 220 and let your living space resonate with the beauty of its 
timeless embrace. 

Chanintr x Co invites you to explore a world of choice, creating 
interiors that are truly bespoke. Elevate your designs with our COM 
Program – where every texture, every hue, becomes your decision. 
Chanintr x Co offers a select range of products that can be 
upholstered with our own Fabrics and Leathers or your own 
materials. The choice is yours. 

Designed by Barbara Barry
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